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 ere are two meta-theorems: (i) hierarchical syntactic structure applies “all
the way down” (Halle and Marantz , int. al.), and (ii) interpretation is determined by a
homomorphism between an algebra of syntactic representations and an algebra of semantic ob-
jects. Given the two ideas, we should re(in)state and dubmorphosemantics as the line of enquiry
that aims to bridge the eld-internal gaps:

() Compositional analysis cannot stop at word level. (Szabolcsi, : , ex. )

Drawing on evidence fromdisjunction, we ask: Howmaywe rectifymorphological complexity
(of disjunction markers) with the seeming logical-semantic simplicity of the prima facie atomic
meaning behind logical disjunction (‘∨’), given what (i) and (ii) imply in tandem?

    Axiomatising (), I demonstrate that there exists empirical evidence to
support the view that Logical Forms (LFs) retain themorphosyntactic structure as they enter into
composition. at is: the logical complexity of an LF requires isomorphic to morphosyntactic
structure.

 e evidence comes form the morphosyntactic makeup of exclusive-disjunction
markers. Drawing from a rich collection of (mostly dead) languages (Ancient Anatolian, Home-
ric Greek, Tocharian, Old Church Slavonic, and North-East Caucasian), I will examine the mor-
phosemantics of exclusive  markers, i.e. exclusive (or strong/enriched) disjunction markers
of the “either . . . or . . . ”-type, and demonstrate that the morphology of the XOR marker does not
only contain the true (generalised) disjunction marker (I dub it κ), as one would expect on the
null (Boolean) hypothesis, but that the XOR-marker also contains the (generalised) conjunction
marker (I dub it μ). Presented below is a minimal pair from Ser-Bo-Croatian:

() i
μ
Mujo
M

i
μ
Haso
M

‘both Mujo and Haso’

() i-li
μ-κ

Mujo
M

i-li
μ-κ

Haso
M

‘either Mujo or Haso’

 Aer making the case for a ne-structure of the Junction Phrase (JP), a common
structural denominator for con- and dis-junction, the paper proposes a new syntax for XOR con-
structions involving ve functional heads (two pairs of κ and μ markers, forming the XOR-word
and combining with the respective coordinand, and a J-head pairing up the coordinands).

Given below is the proposed compositional/morphosyntactic analysis of the bisyndetic exclu-
sive disjunction (where κ is -li and mu corresponds to i).

() [
JP

[
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coordination: exclusive disjunction

e paper composes the semantics of the syntactically decomposed structure by providing a
compositional account obtaining the exclusive component (SI). Todo so, I rely on an exhausti cation-
based system of ‘grammaticised implicatures’ (Chierchia, ) in assuming silent exhausti ca-
tion operators in the narrow syntax, which (in concert with the presence of alternative-triggering
κ- and μ-operators) trigger local exclusive (scalar) implicature (SI) computation.

e three lexical entries I adopt for μ, κ, and J are as follows:



() a.  μ: ⟦μ⟧(p) = p ∧ ¬X(p) (following Mitrović and Sauerland )
b. κ   : ⟦κ⟧(p) = p∨¬p (following Ciardelli et al. , int. al.)
c.  J: ⟦J⟧(p)(q) = p ∨ q

:   epresence of the altnernative-triggering
and exhausti cation inducing μ operator, combined with J and κ, will generate a wide set of al-
ternatives, which yields inconsist alternative set. To eliminate inconsistencies, I adopt innocent
exclusion (♡) of Fox (), and subsume under it Hurford’s () constraint (HC) (assuming
that HC-violating alternative denotata are♡-excludable). We also assume disjunctions have an
existential constraint (∃C), which eliminates non-existential denotata. Assuming disjunctions
correspond to alternative sets (Alonso-Ovalle, ), then the exlusive component is the only
available computational result that the ve operators yield.

() ⟦JP+⟧ = { [p ∧ ¬X(p)], [¬p ∨ X(p)],[q ∧ ¬X(q)], [¬q ∨ X(q)] }
a. {[p ∧ ¬X(p)], [q ∧ ¬X(q)]} . . ×[∵HC]

b. {[¬p ∨ X(p)], [¬q ∨ X(q)]}
i. {{¬p}, {¬q}} . . . . . . . . . . . . . ×[∵∃C]
ii. {{X(p)}, {X(q)}} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ✓

-  - Methodologically, and conceptually, we rst adopt a strongly
decompositional stance to morphosyntax, in the templatic sense of Kayne () and nanosyn-
tactic sense of Starke (), int. al., and then ‘microscopise’ the syntactic structure even further
so as to allow for a total, or at least as total as possible, mapping between narrow syntactic and
logical structures (LFs). Full compositional proof is omitted here.

   e empirical facts support the advocated view of LF-internal
compositional structure. is paper assumes () and interprets the complex morphology for,
what seems to be, a rather simple meaning of ‘or’ or ‘∨’. I will show that ve operators (heads)
are present in the morphosyntactic expression of exclusive disjunction and that the exclusive
component (qua, SI) results as a computational consequence of ve-head/operator composition
(1 × J0, 2 × κ0, 2 × μ0) and alternative elimination via a ♡-like procedure (including HC) that
handles inconsistencies in the generated alternative set.
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